Find the timeline for Pangaea.

[NEW PANGEA ANIMATION SITE](http://www.geol.ucsb.edu/faculty/atwater/)
then click on Animations in left column, then downloads (other links are good too)

When did it “begin”?

Sketch at least three stages for Pangaea

What are the Major types of Plate Boundaries? Give a location of one of each type

Find the Juan de Fuca Plate, Where is it?

Where are the biggest volcanos?

Where are the deepest Earthquakes?

What does the Alan Jones Seismic Eruption Program show?

[http://www.gushwalogy.org/Earth%20Space/seismic_eruptions_program__alan_.htm](http://www.gushwalogy.org/Earth%20Space/seismic_eruptions_program__alan_.htm)